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EXACTNESS VS C*-EXACTNESS FOR CERTAIN
NON-DISCRETE GROUPS
NICHOLAS MANOR
Abstract. It is known that exactness for a discrete group G is equiva-
lent to C*-exactness, i.e., the exactness of the reduced C*-algebra. The
problem of whether this equivalence holds for general locally compact
groups has recently been reduced by Cave and Zacharias to the case of
totally disconnected unimodular groups. We prove that the equivalence
does hold for a class of groups that includes all locally compact groups
with reduced C*-algebra admitting a tracial state.
1. Introduction
The property of exactness for locally compact groups has received much
attention since it was first introduced and studied by Kirchberg and Wasser-
mann in [13, 14, 15]. In the setting of discrete groups, the theory of ex-
actness is very well developed and connections to dynamics and coarse
geometry have long been known [1, 20]. It is also known for a discrete
group G that Kirchberg and Wassermann’s original definition is equivalent
to the apparently weaker condition (here called C*-exactness) that the re-
duced C*-algebra C*r(G) is exact [14, Theorem 5.2]. It was later shown by
Anantharaman-Delaroche [1, Theorem 7.3] that the equivalence also holds
for inner amenable groups.
More recently, dynamical [1, 4] and coarse geometric [4] characteriza-
tions of exactness have been found for locally compact groups. However,
it remains a major open problem to determine whether the equivalence of
exactness and C*-exactness holds in general, and the problem has recently
been reduced to the case of totally disconnected locally compact (tdlc) uni-
modular groups [6]. In other words, if there is an example of a non-exact
locally compact group G with exact reduced C*-algebra C*r(G), then there
is necessarily a tdlc unimodular such group.
In this note we establish some tools to show that exactness and C*-
exactness are equivalent for certain classes of groups, including groups that
are not necessarily inner amenable. In section 3 we prove our most general
result. In section 4 we study examples, and in particular apply our tools
to classes of tdlc unimodular groups. In subsection 4.1 we study a class
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2of groups first considered by Suzuki [23], where the author constructed ex-
amples of non-discrete C*-simple groups in this class. In subsection 4.2 we
study tdlc groups which admit a conjugation invariant neighbourhood of the
identity. These are precisely those tdlc groups whose reduced C*-algebras
have non-zero center [16, Corollary 1.2]. In subsection 4.3 we show how
to produce locally compact groups which are not inner amenable, but to
which the methods in this paper apply. In subsection 4.4 we study a class
of non-examples.
Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank Matthew Kennedy,
Sven Raum, and Nico Spronk for helpful comments and stimulating discus-
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2. Preliminaries
Recall [14] that a locally compact group G is called exact if for every short
exact sequence 0 → I → A → B → 0 of G-C*-algebras, the corresponding
sequence of reduced crossed products is also exact. That is to say,
0→ I ⋊r G→ A⋊r G→ B ⋊r G→ 0
is an exact sequence of C*-algebras. Recall also that a C*-algebra C is called
exact if for every short exact sequence 0→ I → A→ B → 0 of C*-algebras,
the corresponding sequence of spatial tensor products
0→ I ⊗ C → A⊗ C → B ⊗ C → 0
is also exact. In the case where I, A and B are all equipped with the trivial
action of G, the sequence of crossed products becomes
0→ I ⊗ C*r(G)→ A⊗ C*r(G)→ B ⊗C*r(G)→ 0.
Hence, exact groups necessarily have exact reduced C*-algebra. We will say
G is C*-exact if C*r(G) is an exact C*-algebra.
A priori, exactness appears to be strictly stronger than C*-exactness:
there is no reason to expect the trivial action to capture all information
about the exactness of G. Somewhat surprisingly, the two notions coincide
for discrete groups [14, Theorem 5.2].
Theorem 2.1. If G is a C*-exact discrete group, then it is exact.
3. Groups with open amenable radical
In the following sections, we show that the equivalence of exactness and
C*-exactness holds for classes of locally compact groups which properly
contain all discrete groups. The following observation, while simple, is the
key to bootstrapping Theorem 2.1 to the classes of groups considered in this
note.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a locally compact group with an open normal
amenable subgroup. If G is C*-exact then it is exact.
3Proof. Suppose G is C*-exact, and let N E G be open and amenable. Since
N is amenable, the left quasi-regular representation Gy ℓ2(G/N) is weakly
contained in the left regular representation. To see this, recall that the triv-
ial representation 1H is weakly contained in the left regular representation
λH since H is amenable, and then apply continuity of induction of repre-
sentations to get the desired weak containment (e.g. [2, Theorem F.3.5]).
Hence there is a surjective ∗-homomorphism C*r(G) → C*r(G/N), and
exactness of C*-algebras passes to quotients [24, Corallary 9.3], so G/N is
also C*-exact. But N is assumed to be open, meaning the quotient G/N
is a discrete group. Theorem 2.1 then implies that G/N is an exact group,
and we already know that N is exact as it is amenable. Since exactness
is preserved by extensions [15, Theorem 5.1], we conclude that G is also
exact. 
Remark 3.2. Proposition 3.1 can be strengthened so thatN is not necessar-
ily open, but has the property that G/N is exact if and only if it is C*-exact.
Calling a group admissible if it satisfies the equivalence, the statement can
be strengthened as follows: extensions of amenable groups by admissible
groups are admissible.
Locally compact groups admitting a tracial state on the reduced C*-
algebra have received recent attention in [8, 12, 18]. The following corollary
relates the existence of a trace to the exactness of G, and is in analogy with
the implication (2) =⇒ (1) in Ng’s characterization of amenability [18,
Theorem 8].
Corollary 3.3. If C*r(G) admits a tracial state and is exact, then G is
exact.
Proof. The main theorem of [12] by Kennedy–Raum states that C*r(G)
admitting a tracial state is equivalent to the existence of an open normal
amenable subgroup in G. The result then follows from Proposition 3.1. 
Example 3.4. Exact groups do not necessarily admit a trace on their re-
duced C*-algebra. In particular, the converse of this corollary does not hold.
Take for example any non-amenable connected group, say G = SL2(R).
Then C*r(G) is nuclear as G is connected, but it cannot also have a trace
since G is non-amenable [18, Theorem 8]. However, we know by [15, Theo-
rem 6.8] that connected groups are always exact.
The following theorem allows us to extend the class of groups to which
our results apply.
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a locally compact group, and (Hi)i∈I a family of
open subgroups with the following conditions.
• For every i, there is a tracial state on C*r(Hi).
• The union
⋃
i∈I Hi is equal to G.
If G
4Since exactness is fundamentally a property of the ideal structure in re-
duced crossed products, we require the following technical fact about ideals
in C*-algebras [3, II.8.2.4].
Lemma 3.6. Let A be a C*-algebra, and (Ai)i∈I a family of C*-subalgebras
such that
⋃
i∈I Ai is dense in A. If J is any closed ideal in A, then J∩
⋃
i∈I Ai
is dense in J .
We also note that if 0→ I → A
q
−→ B → 0 is an exact sequence of G-C*-
algebras, then it is easy to see I ⋊r G ⊆ ker qG. Indeed, take an arbitrary
compactly supported function f from the norm dense subset Cc(G, I) ⊆ I⋊r
G and notice qG(f)(x) = q(f(x)) = 0 for all x ∈ G since f(x) ∈ I = ker q.
The inclusion I⋊rG ⊆ ker qG then follows by continuity of qG. We now give
the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let G and (Hi)i∈I be as in the theorem statement.
Since each Hi is an open subgroup we have the inclusion C*r(Hi) ⊆ C*r(G),
hence if G is C*-exact then so is each Hi. But each Hi admits a trace, so
Corollary 3.3 tells us that each Hi is also exact. We show how exactness
lifts up to G.
Let 0 → I → A
q
−→ B → 0 be an exact sequence of G-C*-algebras.
Restricting each G-action to Hi, this is also exact as a sequence of Hi-C*-
algebras. Since Hi is an exact group, then
0→ I ⋊r Hi → A⋊r Hi
qi
−→ B ⋊r Hi → 0
is short exact. Using this fact, we will show that the corresponding sequence
0→ I ⋊r G→ A⋊r G
qG−→ B ⋊r G→ 0
of G-crossed products is short exact, i.e., that I ⋊r G = ker qG.
Since
⋃
i∈I Hi = G, we have a norm dense inclusion
⋃
i∈I A⋊rHi ⊆ A⋊rG.
We may then apply Lemma 3.6 to ker qG to get
⋃
i∈I ker qi = ker qG. But
the Hi were shown to be exact, hence each I ⋊r Hi = ker qi, which gives
us the inclusion ker qG ⊆ I ⋊r G as each I ⋊r Hi ⊆ I ⋊r G. The opposite
inclusion I ⋊r G ⊆ ker qG was discussed before the proof. 
4. Examples and non-examples
In subsections 1 and 2 we show, without using inner amenability, that C*-
exactness implies exactness for certain inner amenable groups. In subsection
3 we describe a class of non-inner amenable groups to which our results
apply. In subsection 4 we show that certain automorphism groups of trees
are non-examples.
4.1. Exactness for Suzuki groups. The following result shows C*-exactness
implies exactness for a class of tdlc groups considered by Suzuki in the con-
text of C*-simplicity [23].
5Proposition 4.1. Let G be a locally compact group with a decreasing neigh-
bourhood base (Kn)
∞
n=1 of compact open subgroups, and an increasing se-
quence (Ln)
∞
n=1 of open subgroups with the following additional properties.
• Each Kn is a normal subgroup of Ln.
• The union
⋃∞
n=1 Ln is equal to G.
If G is C*-exact, then it is exact.
Example 4.2. Suzuki describes a general construction in [23]. For each
n ∈ N, let Γn be a discrete group and let Fn be a finite group acting on Γn
by automorphisms.
We view the direct sum
⊕∞
n=1 Γn as a discrete group, and the direct
product
∏∞
n=1 Fn as a compact group with the product topology. Defining
the action
∏∞
n=1 Fn y
⊕∞
n=1 Γn component-wise, the semidirect product
G := (
⊕∞
n=1 Γn)⋊
∏∞
n=1 Fn satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.1. To see
this, for each n ∈ N set Kn :=
∏∞
k=n+1 Fk and Ln := (
⊕n
k=1 Γk)⋊
∏∞
k=1 Fk.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Since each Ln has a compact (hence amenable)
open normal subgroup Kn, it has a trace by [12]. Hence if G is C*-exact
then it is exact by Theorem 3.5. 
The groups of Proposition 4.1 are inner amenable. Indeed, for each n
there is a conjugation invariant mean on L∞(Ln) given by φn(f) =
∫
Kn
f
since Kn is normal in Ln. Extending the φn to L
∞(G) and picking a weak*
cluster point of the sequence (φn)n≥1 produces a conjugation invariant mean
on L∞(G).
Since exactness of groups is preserved by closed subgroups and by ex-
tensions, and since exactness of C*-algebras is preserved by quotients, we
have G is exact if and only if each Ln/Kn is exact. By Proposition 4.1,
we know this corresponds also to C*r(G) being exact. In the language of
Example 4.2, this means G is exact if and only if each Γn is exact.
4.2. Exactness for IN groups. We now study exactness for tdlc groups
with an additional topological property: we say a locally compact group
G is an IN group (invariant neighbourhood group) if there is a compact
neighbourhood U of the identity which is invariant under conjugation, i.e.,
for every g ∈ G we have gUg−1 = U . A closely related property is when
G admits a neighbourhood base at the identity consisting of conjugation
invariant sets. In this case we say that G is a SIN group (small invariant
neighbourhood group).
Remark 4.3. It is easy to show that an IN group (resp. SIN group) G
is necessarily unimodular: letting m denote the Haar measure on G, and
setting U to be an invariant compact neighbourhood of the identity, we
have gU = Ug for all g ∈ G. Hence ∆(g)m(U) = m(Ug) = m(gU) = m(U)
for all g, implying the modular function ∆ is constantly equal to 1.
6From this it is clear that IN groups, hence SIN groups, are inner amenable.
To see this, fix a conjugation invariant compact neighbourhood U ⊆ G of
the identity, and define φ : L∞(G)→ C by φ(f) =
∫
U
f .
We will make use of the following structure theorem [21, 12.1.31], which
strongly relates IN groups to SIN groups. It was originally proved by Iwa-
sawa in [11].
Theorem 4.4. Let G be an IN group. Then there is a compact normal
subgroup K E G so that G/K is a SIN group with the quotient topology.
Remark 4.5. Theorem 4.4 tells us that IN groups are extensions of compact
groups by SIN groups. In fact, the converse holds as well. That is to say,
if G has a compact normal subgroup K E G so that G/K is a SIN group,
then G is an IN group.
To see this, note that the map q : G→ G/K is proper as the quotient is by
a compact subgroup. So we may fix any invariant compact neighbourhood
U of the identity in G/K, and the preimage q−1(U) is an invariant compact
neighbourhood of the identity in G.
Lemma 4.6. Let G be a tdlc SIN group. Then G admits a neighbourhood
base at the identity consisting of compact open normal subgroups.
Proof. We will show that every compact open subgroup contains a compact
open normal subgroup. Since the compact open subgroups form a neigh-
bourhood this will complete the proof.
Let K1 ≤ G be a compact open subgroup. Then there is a conjugation
invariant neighbourhood U of e with U ⊆ K1, and there is in turn a compact
open subgroup K2 ⊆ U . Since U is conjugation invariant, then we have the
containment
⋃
g∈G gK2g
−1 ⊆ U ⊆ K1, hence the open normal subgroup K
generated by the conjugates
⋃
g∈G gK2g
−1 is also contained in K1. As an
open, hence closed, subgroup of a compact group, this implies K ⊆ K1 is
also compact. 
The following structural fact is probably well known, but we were unable
to find a reference.
Proposition 4.7. A topological group G is tdlc and SIN if and only if there
is an inverse system (Γi, φij)i>j∈I of discrete groups so that | ker φij| < ∞
for all i > j, and G ∼= lim← Γi.
Proof. If G is tdlc and SIN, there is a neighbourhood base of compact open
normal subgroups by Lemma 4.6. Ordering this normal neighbourhood base
(Ki)i∈I by reverse inclusion gives us an inverse family (G/Ki)i∈I of dis-
crete groups, with connecting maps φij : G/Ki → G/Kj whenever i > j.
Since each Ki is both compact and open, the φij all have finite kernel, i.e.,
| ker φij| < ∞. It is routine to check that G is isomorphic to the inverse
limit lim←G/Ki ⊆
∏
iG/Ki with the relative product topology.
Suppose conversely that G is isomorphic to an inverse limit lim← Γi with
respect to the relative product topology, as described in the proposition
7statement. Viewing G as a subgroup of
∏
i Γi, the subsets
Kj,k := {(gi)i∈I ∈ lim
←
Γi : gj ∈ ker φj,k}
with j > k form a neighbourhood base of compact open normal subgroups.

Recall that tdlc compact groups are precisely the profinite groups [22,
Theorem 2.1.3], hence Remark 4.5 and Proposition 4.7 taken together tell
us that tdlc IN groups are precisely extensions of profinite groups by inverse
limits of discrete groups whose connecting maps have finite kernel.
Example 4.8. Fix a finite group F and a non-exact discrete group H (in-
teresting examples of non-exact groups may be found in [17, 19]). Then
define G =
∏
H F ⋊ H, where H acts by left translation on the compact
group
∏
H F . It is clear that G is an extension of the profinite group
∏
H F
by the discrete (hence tdlc SIN) group H, hence G is a tdlc IN group.
However, it is not SIN: take any basic neighbourhood U of the identity e
in
∏
H F , then some element of U may be left-translated outside of U . This
means that U is not invariant under conjugation by elements in H.
Moreover, G is non-exact as H is a non-exact closed subgroup [14, The-
orem 4.1]. This gives a tdlc IN group which is not SIN and non-exact.
Proposition 3.1 together with Lemma 4.6 immediately gives us the equiv-
alence of exactness and C*-exactness for tdlc SIN groups.
Corollary 4.9. Let G be a tdlc SIN group. If G is C*-exact then it is exact.
The main result of this section now follows quickly using structure theory
of IN groups.
Theorem 4.10. Let G be a tdlc IN group. If G is C*-exact then it is exact.
Proof. By Theorem 4.4, G has a compact normal subgroup H so that G/H
is a SIN group with the quotient topology. Since H is compact it is also
amenable, so we get a surjection C*r(G) → C*r(G/H) as in the proof of
Proposition 3.1.
Since exactness passes to quotients [15, Theorem 5.1], G/H is also C*-
exact. By Corollary 4.9 this implies G/H is exact, hence G is exact as an
extension of a compact group H by an exact group G/H. 
An application of [16, Corollary 1.2] makes the hypotheses purely C*-
algebraic.
Corollary 4.11. Let G be tdlc. If C*r(G) is exact and has non-zero center,
then G is exact.
Although IN groups comprise a rich class of unimodular groups, there are
natural examples of tdlc unimodular groups which aren’t IN.
8Example 4.12. Let G := SL2(Qp), where p is any prime and Qp denotes
the set of p-adic rationals. Then G is generated by its commutators, hence
it is necessarily unimodular. However, G is not IN: it is routine to show that
all points other than I2 and −I2 can be conjugated arbitrarily far from I2.
Although this example is not IN, it is a linear group hence exact [10].
4.3. Non-inner amenable groups. In this subsection we outline condi-
tions that allow us to construct a non-inner amenable group G with an open
amenable normal subgroup. The result of this section was inspired by [8,
Remark 2.6 (ii)]. By Proposition 3.1 these groups are exact if and only if
they are C*-exact, but since they are not inner amenable we cannot conclude
this equivalence from Anantharaman-Delaroche’s [1, Theorem 7.3].
Proposition 4.13. Let N be an amenable locally compact group and H a
discrete group. If the only conjugation invariant mean on H is evaluation
at the identity, and if α : H → Aut(N) is an action such that there is no
α(H)-invariant mean on N , then the semi-direct product N⋊H is not inner
amenable.
In the product topology onN×H, N is open, hence it is an open amenable
normal subgroup in N ⋊H.
Proof. Suppose φ is a conjugation invariant mean on N ⋊H. Since the only
conjugation invariant mean on H is evaluation at the identity, then φ must
concentrate on N . Thus we may view φ as a mean on N which is invariant
under the action of H, a contradiction. 
Example 4.14. It was proved in [8, Remark 2.6 (ii)] that R2 and F6 ⊆
SL2(R) satisfy the hypotheses above, and hence that R
2 ⋊ F6 is not inner
amenable.
To produce a non-exact example, simply let H be any non-exact discrete
group and let H act on R2 trivially. Then the semi-direct product R2⋊(F6 ∗
H) is non-exact, and it is also not inner amenable since by [7, Theorem 1.1]
the only conjugation invariant mean on F6 ∗H is evaluation at the identity.
4.4. Automorphism groups of trees. For d ≥ 3, we denote by Td the
infinite d-regular tree, e.g., T4 is the Cayley graph of the free group on
two generators F2. The automorphism group Aut(Td) becomes a tdlc group
when equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence on the set of
vertices V (Td). For every finite subset S ⊆ V (Td), the fixator FixAut(Td)(S)
of S is a compact open subgroup.
Fixing a vertex b ∈ V (Td) and an integer n ≥ 1, we denote by Bn(b) the
ball centred at b of radius n in the path metric. The set of fixators Kn :=
FixAut(Td)(Bn(b)) forms a sequential neighbourhood base at the identity.
We will show that certain Burger-Mozes groups [5] in Aut(Td) are too
geometrically dense for our results of section 3 to apply. For a good in-
troduction to Burger-Mozes groups see [9, Section 4]. We will denote by
U(F ) ≤ Aut(Td) the Burger-Mozes group of F ≤ Sd.
9Definition 4.15. We say a subgroup G ≤ Aut(Td) is geometrically dense if
it does not fix any proper subtree, and does not fix any end in ∂Td.
Proposition 4.16. For any subgroup F ≤ Sd, the amenable radical of U(F )
is trivial.
Proof. Let N be a non-trivial normal subgroup of U(F ). Since U({e}) is
geometrically dense so is U(F ), henceN is geometrically dense by [9, Lemma
2.10] as it is non-trivial and normal in U(F ). Using [9, Lemma 2.9] and
applying the ping pong lemma, one can produce a closed copy of F2 in N ,
proving it is non-amenable. 
In particular, the amenable radical is open if and only if U(F ) is discrete.
This result implies that the only Burger-Mozes groups admitting a tracial
state are the discrete ones, which is precisely when the action F y {1, . . . , d}
is free [9, Proposition 4.6 (v)].
Corollary 4.17. Let F ≤ Sd be a subgroup which does not act freely on
{1, . . . , d}, then the reduced C*-algebra C*r(U(F )) does not admit a tracial
state.
Proof. By Proposition 4.16, the amenable radical of U(F ) is trivial, and
since F y {1, . . . , d} is not free then U(F ) is non-discrete. Hence the
amenable radical is not open, and by [12] this implies there is no tracial
state on C*r(U(F )). 
This means that Corollary 3.3 cannot be applied to this class. We would
then like to determine whether we can write U(F ) as a union
⋃
Ln of open
subgroups with open amenable radical so that we may apply Theorem 3.5.
Notice that if one of the Ln is geometrically dense, then by the proof
of Proposition 4.16 it has trivial amenable radical, hence does not have a
trace if it is non-discrete. So if we would like to show that the Ln cannot
all have open amenable radical, then it suffices to show that at least one is
geometrically dense.
Remark 4.18. For any subgroup F ≤ Sd, the group U(F ) is compactly
generated. Hence, if we write U(F ) =
⋃
Ln as an increasing union of open
subgroups Ln ≤ Ln+1 then the sequence eventually terminates at some LN .
Since U(F ) is itself geometrically dense, this says that we can never write
U(F ) as an increasing union of open subgroups which are not geometrically
dense.
The condition on the action F y {1, . . . , d} described in the following
proposition is a strong converse to freeness.
Proposition 4.19. Let F ≤ Sd be a subgroup such that for every l ∈
{1, . . . , d}, the action of the stabilizer subgroup StF (l) y {1, . . . , l − 1, l +
1, . . . , d} is transitive. If U(F ) =
⋃
Ln for some sequence (Ln)n≥0 of open
subgroups, then there is n so that Ln is geometrically dense.
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We will need the following dynamical lemma.
Lemma 4.20. Let F be as in Proposition 4.19, and fix a half-tree Y ⊆ Td.
Then the fixator FixU(F )(Td \ Y ) acts minimally on ∂Y .
Proof. Let b denote the root of Y , i.e., the unique vertex with degree d−1 in
Y . Fix a legal labelling [9, Section 4] of Td so that, without loss of generality,
the deleted edge at b has the label d. We define a map φ : ∂Y → {(jn)n≥1 ∈
{1, . . . , d}N | j1 6= d, jn 6= jn+1 for all n ≥ 1} by sending x to the sequence
φ(x) = (jn)n≥1, where jn denotes the label of the n
th edge along the geodesic
ray [b, x) joining b to x.
The map φ is a bijection, and it is a homeomorphism when the codomain
is equipped with the topology of point-wise convergence.
Now, given any two ends x, y ∈ ∂Y with φ(x) = (jn)n≥1 and φ(y) =
(in)n≥1, we show how to produce a sequence (gn)n≥1 in FixU(F )(Td \Y ) such
that gn · y → x.
Since StF (d)y {1, . . . , d− 1} is transitive, there is h1 ∈ FixU(F )(Td \ Y )
so that the first entry of φ(h1 · y) is j1. Similarly, if en is the n
th edge along
[b, x), and if φ(x) and φ((hn · · · h1) · y) agree on the first n entries, then
by transitivity of StF (jn) y {1, . . . , jn − 1, jn + 1, . . . , d} there is hn+1 ∈
FixU(F )(Td \ Y ) so that φ(x) and φ((hn+1 · · · h1) · y) agree on the first n+1
entries.
Setting gn = hn · · · h1 ∈ FixU(F )(Td\Y ), we then have convergence gn·y →
x. This proves that the action is minimal. 
Proof of Proposition 4.19. Fix a vertex b. Then for each n ≥ 1, the com-
plement Td \Bn(b) is a disjoint union of finitely many (in fact d(d− 1)
n−1)
half-trees Y1, . . . , Yk. Note that ∂Y1, . . . , ∂Yk form an open cover of ∂Td.
Since the union
⋃
Ln is equal to U(F ), then there is some N so that LN
contains a hyperbolic element h, and since LN is assumed to be open, then
it must contain the fixator FixU(F )(Bn(b)) for some n ≥ 1.
Let ah ∈ ∂Td be the attracting point of h, and without loss of generality
assume it is in ∂Y1. Let x ∈ ∂Yi be any other end, then by Lemma 4.20 we
may assume x is not the repelling point of h. Hence we may find m large
enough that hmx ∈ ∂Y1 as ∂Y1 is open, and again by Lemma 4.20 we may
send this end to ah.
This proves the action of LN is transitive on ∂Td, a similar argument shows
that the set of ends arising as attracting points of hyperbolic elements in LN
is all of ∂Td. Since any LN -invariant subtree must contain the axes of all
hyperbolic elements, then there are no proper LN -invariant subtrees. This
proves LN is geometrically dense. 
Example 4.21. For d ≥ 4, the alternating subgroup Ad ≤ Sd satisfies the
hypotheses of the previous result. Indeed, fix l ∈ {1, . . . , d} and pick distinct
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , l− 1, l+1, . . . , d}. Then, since d is at least 4, there is k 6= i, j, l
hence the 3-cycle (ijk) fixes l and is in Ad. Moreover, (ijk) sends i to j,
proving that the point stabilizer of Ad at l is transitive.
11
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